Abstract-We describe a novel application of database technologies in communications networks: protocol verification on a parallel database machine. We introduce an approach to protocol verification that exploits database algorithms executing on a commercially available, parallel architecture called a hypercube multicomputer. With this approach, we seek to achieve the high degree of computational parallelism necessary to explore rapidly the global-state space of even very complex protocols, significantly reducing the time required to verify a protocol and allowing formal verification to be included as part of the process of protocol design. Our approach is based on the relational database algorithms for a hypercube system presented in [ 
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N A COMMUNICATIONS network, a protocol is a list of rules/policies that controls and synchronizes the interactions of entities in the network. A difficult practical and theoretical issue in the design of protocols is protocol veri$cation, the validation of the logical correctness of the rules governing the interactions of network entities. When protocols are modeled as communicating finite-state machines, reachability analysis can be used in the protocol design phase to explore the global states of the system to detect undesirable behaviors, e.g., deadlocks and unreachable states, exhibited by the protocol under design. Once detected, these flaws can be corrected and the new version of the protocol tested again.
While reachability analysis has been used for formal verification of protocols of low to moderate complexity [8] , [24] , [26] , the practical use of reachability analysis for more complex interactions has been constrained by the problem of state space explosion. That is, as the network of communicating finite-state machines increases in complexity, the total number of possible global states grows very rapidly. Searching the global-state space to determine invalid states and detect design errors becomes so time consuming as to be impractical as an integral part of the process of protocol design. One approach to this problem is to investigate design and analysis techniques for protocols that effectively reduce the size of the globalstate space that must be actively explored. However, an alternative approach, which forms the basis for our research, is to apply parallel processing techniques to search the global-state space more rapidly. As parallel processing machines incorporating large numbers of processing elements leave the research arena and become commercially available, this latter approach has the potential for significant, practical impact on protocol verification problems.
Use of parallel processing techniques (e.g., El]) to improve the efficiency of protocol verification requires resolution of several issues commonly encountered in developing efficient parallel algorithms. These include balancing the computational load across many processors, achieving an appropriate balance between communications and processing for the algorithm, and synchronizing algorithm execution across many processing nodes. In this paper we show that, since the process of protocol verification can be described in terms of relational algebra [ 171, [ 181, algorithms previously developed for efficient execution of database operations on a parallel machine [3] can be applied directly to reduce dramatically the time required for protocol verification. The algorithms supporting the database operations resolve the issues of balancing and synchronization; further 'algorithm development specific to parallel implementation of protocol verification is not required. Thus, in this paper we describe a novel application of database technologies in communications networks: protocol verijication on a parallel database machine.
Specifically, we describe an efficient parallel implementation of reachability analysis for protocols described as communicating finite-state machines, based on the original algorithms described in [ 171, [ 181 and, using database operations, describe extensions of the basic approach to encompass protocols described in terms of the extended finite-state automata (EFSA) model [9] . The target implementation environment of this approach is a parallel processing machine called a hypercube multicomputer. We show that describing the verification process in terms of relational algebra and executing the relational database operations on a hypercube make possible formal verification of protocols with numbers of global states several orders of magnitude larger than protocols considered "difficult" (e.g., the NBS Class IV transport protocol [22) ) today. We also show that this approach is scalable; that is, "larger" verification problems can be made tractable by application of larger amounts of computational parallelism, using the same database algorithms.
In this approach, protocols are represented as a set of tables, or relations, with each row, or tuple, in the relation describing a state and potential transition from that state in the finite-state machine representation of the protocol. Using these relations, the reachable global states can be determined by an iterative sequence of relational join, projection, union, and difference operations that 0733-8716/89/0400-0324$01 .OO 0 1989 IEEE eventually generates a global-state transition relation for the system. This final relation can be examined by specific database queries, again described in terms of relational algebra, to detect the presence of undesired behavior. Although the expression of the protocol and the verification process in relational algebra is relatively straightforward, the large volume of data and number of comparisons involved in verifying even a simple protocol make formal verification using conventional database systems quite time consuming in practice. In this paper, we show that general purpose database algorithms executing on a parallel processing machine can significantly reduce the time required to generate the global-state space and examine it for design flaws.
In Section II, we provide an overview of the relational model of protocol verification introduced in [ 171, [ 181. Extensions to this model are also described. Section III describes the hypercube multicomputer and the algorithms for relational database operations designed to execute in that environment. Estimates of the performance improvements achievable by parallel execution of verification algorithms in the proposed system are described in Section IV. A summary of our results is presented in Section V.
II. A RELATIONAL M ODEL OF P ROTOCOL V ERIFICATION
We provide only a brief overview of the relational algebra approach to protocol verification originally described in [18] ; the reader is referred to the original paper for a more complete and formal description. As in [ 181, we illustrate the approach using the example of the simple connection establishment protocol presented in [26] . The state transition diagrams for this protocol are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The protocol verification process proceeds as a sequence of single-scan (selection, column substitution, column renaming) and multiscan (join, projection, differ- 
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diagrams for a simple protocol.
connection-establishment
Basically, the verification process proceeds in five steps.
Step 1: Transform the digraph protocol specification into tables, called transition relations; a transmission relation (H-A and H-B) and reception relation (R-A and R B) exist for processes A and B, respectively. As Table   I illustrates, the attributes of each relation include the current state, the event triggering a state transition from that state, and the state to be entered upon encountering the triggering event (a message reception or transmission).
Step 2: Create the system transition relation for a sreadq system [18] -defined to be a system in which only one message is allowed to be transmitted at a time. In a steady system, no message may be sent until the previous message is received, and processes do not receive messages simultaneously. Stable states are global states with both channels empty; transitions between stable global states occur when the triggering event in the reception relation of one process matches the event in the transmission relation of the other process. Thus, the global set Z of possible steady transitions is found by the join of the trans- ence, and union) database operations. Multiscan operations are so-called because they require that values of attributes in each row (representing a "state" or "state transition" in the protocol sense) be compared to values in every other row in the relation, effectively requiring multiple scans of the data. As we describe in Section IV, execution of the protocol verification algorithm on a parallel machine is heavily dominated by time required to execute the multiscan relational operations. The other, single-scan, operations involved (selection, renaming, and replacement) do not significantly affect the performance of our architecture for "large" protocol verification tasks. Consequently, we emphasize the role of multiscan operations.
The relation Z is a relation on the set of attributes { PRESENT-STATE-A PRESENT-STATE-B, TRIG-GER-A, TRIGGER-B, FUTURE-STATE-A, FU-TURE-STATE-B}. The relation Z is the set of global transitions defined by the protocol state transition rules when only one process may send a message at a time.
All of these possible global steady transitions typically are not reachable from the initial state pair (0, 0 in Fig.   1 ). We determine the set of reachable states P by beginning with the initial state PO = ( 0, 0 > and searching for reachable global states through an iterative sequence of joins involving I. Essentially this process starts the system at state (0, 0); the first join determines the states P, that can be reached directly from (0, 0). The second join yields the global states Pz that can be reached directly from P,; the sequence continues until no new states result. The set of reachable global states P is then given by the union of the Pi relations. With P determined, the set of reachable steady transitions J is given by
The cardinality of J (the number of reachable transitions) is less than or equal to the cardinality of Z (the number of possible legal transitions); as we show in Section IV, typically J is much smaller than 1. Table II illustrates the set of reachable steady transitions for our example protocol.
Step 3: In this step, we begin the transformation of the steady transition relation J into the global-state transition relation G. Reference [18] describes this part of the transformation as the result of the union of four separate joins of a relation comprising a single tuple on projections of restrictions of relation J; the joins in this step can be replaced by an equivalent set of more easily computed single scan selection and attribute append operations. This process separates the effects of message transmission by A, message reception by B, message transmission by B, and message reception by A, on global-state transitions and introduces the concept of channels for messages sent from A to B (A-TO-B) and from B to A (B-TO-A). The introduction of the concept of channels and unreceived messages in those channels increases the size of the relations involved. For example, if the channel can contain one unreceived message, the cardinality of G following this step is exactly twice that of J. Each row in J (a transition resulting from a message transmission-reception pair) generates two rows in G, one for the transition that occurs when the message is sent, and the second for the transition resulting from the corresponding message reception. G, for our example, is shown in Table III under the assumption that a channel can contain only a single message. Fig. 2 interprets G as a finite-state automaton (FSA).
Step 4: In this step, we remove the restriction that the system is operated steadily (that is, both processes may transmit messages simultaneously) and expand G to include new global states arising due to multiple messages present in the transmission channels, up to the maximum message capacity N of the channels. This process involves an iterative sequence of at most N joins of the global transition relation G with transmission (H) and reception (R) relations of the two processes. The resulting G is a relation on (4 N + 6) attributes where N is the maximum number of messages allowed to be outstanding in the channel. This process also generates a second relation S, the global process state relation, that includes all possible states of the processes and channels. Relation S is used in testing the protocol for design errors. The final global transition space G for our example is presented in Table IV and as an FSA in Fig. 3 .
Step 5: Once the global-state transition relation G has been determined, the protocol can be tested for design errors using relational algebra. Deadlock states are detected by taking the difference of two projections on G. This operation finds those reachable state pairs ( FU-TURE-STATE-A, FUTURE-STATE-B > that do not also appear as ( PRESENT-STATE-A, PRESENT-STATE-B > pairs and, therefore, cannot be left once reached. Similarly, projections on S can identify all combinations of process state and incoming messages (A, PRESENT-B-TO-A > and ( B, PRESENT-A-TO-B > that the protocol allows to occur. If the transition rule for any such pair cannot be found in the process reception Hence, protocols that are too complex to be described in the FSA model can be specified using the EFSA model. The verification of protocols represented using the EFSA model proceeds in a similar manner to the approach described above. However, instead of, for example, finding the set of valid state transitions through a join with a simple Boolean match operation on the join attribute, a procedure(s) which evaluates the composite set of internal-state variables, ui, 1 I i I p for process A and bj, 1 I j I t for process B is invoked. A tuple match (and valid state transition) exists for any tuple (state) pair, one tuple from each of the two joining relations, whose attributes satisfy the transition constraints expressed in the procedure. The individual transition procedure appropriate for a given transition can also be stored as a tuple attribute [23] .
Invoking procedures, instead of computing simple joins, significantly increases the computational burden per tuple match. Whereas a join requires only a few CPU instructions per tuple, invoking a procedure may result in the execution of hundreds of instructions per tuple match. Although supporting procedure invocations as part of the verification process complicates the implementation, it also significantly increases the range of applications that can benefit from the proposed verification tool and raises the possibility that his approach may permit formal verification of programs written in languages that can be modeled using an EFSA or other description (cf.
[2]). The verification of more complex constructs like programs is beyond the scope of this paper and is left for future work.
To enhance the functionality of the protocol verification system, we can incorporate error backtracking as part of the implementation of the verification system. In verifying complex protocols, it is not sufficient to know that a faulty state can be reached; the faulty path should be identified. To obtain the faulty path, the verification system initially obtains all the unsafe states (see Step 5) . Once these states are identified, a modification of the verification algorithm can be applied iteratively to identify the predecessor states to the known unsafe states. After each step, the newly generated predecessor state tables are output and checked, until, eventually, all possible faulty paths from the initial system state to a faulty state have been identified. At this point, the appropriate corrective modifications to the protocol can be attempted, and the verification process begun once again.
III. D ATABASE M ACHINES AND P ARALLEL C OMPUTER A RCHITECTURES
Practical use of the approach to protocol verification using algorithms described by relational algebra requires a computing system that implements the multiscan relational operations, like join, very efficiently-much more efficiently than do the general purpose database systems, on which the approach was implemented initially [ 171. Many different designs for database machines have been proposed in the past to solve the problem of efficient processing of multiple-join queries. However, due to their specialized nature, database machines have remained mainly in the research arena and have achieved only limited commercial success. The failure of many such special database machines to become commercially viable has stimulated research on the use of more general multiprocessor/computer systems to support database processing.
Several issues must be addressed in designing a parallel architecture and algorithms for efficient execution of database operations. First, the communications overheads and computational loads should be balanced across the nodes in the system, and an appropriate balance should be achieved between communications and computation for the distributed algorithm. Second, means must be provided for synchronizing the actions of the many processing nodes. Third, the architecture and algorithms should be scalable; that is, the architecture and algorithms should allow greater computational parallelism to be usefully applied to solving "larger" problems. Finally, for the approach to be practical, the parallel machine chosen as the execution environment must be available-it must exist.
In the context of protocol verification, a balanced system is achieved through two types of data distribution algorithms. Load balancing algorithms evenly distribute the the descriptions of global states (i.e., the tuples in the global-state transition relation G so as to equalize the computational burden across the processing nodes in the system. Even distribution is required because, otherwise, a single node may become overloaded with computational demands and become the system bottleneck. Compaction algorithms increase the portion of a relation stored within a given node when necessary to reduce communication overheads for the multiscan operations, like join, that require each tuple in one relation to be evaluated against every tuple in the other relation. Thus, in a parallel environment, one seeks an appropriate balance between the costs of the data distribution algorithms and the resulting benefits in the execution of the database operations themselves.
Performing any task in parallel requires the ability to synchronize the agents which concurrently compute the subtasks. In the database context, prior to computing successor joins, the nodes computing the local joins must be synchronized. In a loosely coupled, distributed environment, operation level synchronization is not easily achieved since there is little or no hardware support for internode coupling. In a parallel machine environment such as a hypercube, node synchronization is directly supported by the architecture of the system and can easily be used by the algorithms implementing the database operations.
Finally, modem parallel architectures are designed to be scalable to very high levels of computational parallelism. In the past, when the cost of the individual hardware components (computers) was relatively high, parallel systems comprising some tens of nodes were investigated. As the individual processing elements became more economical, research addressed systems with hundreds [ 161, [15] , thousands [ 151, [ 131, and even tens of thousands of processors [13] . However, the large number of components in a parallel system generates problems of configuring and programming these systems. Our approach to the protocol verification exploits existing software routines executing on a commercially available line of parallel machines that can be configured with a very high degree of parallelism, thus avoiding the need to readdress these problems.
A. The Hypercube Multicomputer
Our implementation environment for the database operations required to perform protocol verification is a message passing architecture called a hypercube. A hypercube is an n-dimensional Boolean cube, Qn, defined as a cross product of the complete graph K2 and the (n -1 )-dimensional Boolean cube Q,, _ t, with Qi = K2. Each node is connected (or adjacent) to each of its n = log2 N neighbors where N is the number of nodes. For example, in a four-dimensional cube, a, node 0000 is adjacent to nodes 0001, 0010, 0100, and 1000. Fig. 4(a) -(d) identify one-dimensional (2 node), two-dimensional (4 node), three-dimensional (8 node), and four-dimensional (16 node) cubes, respectively. Note that each system comprises N = 2" nodes, with IZ being the cubical dimension of the system. Existing, research-based hypercube machines include CALTECH's Cosmic Cube [21] , Jet Propulsion Labs' MARK II [25] , and MARK III [ 121, [ 191, used to transfer a "significant amount" of data, in our case tuples, between two nodes. Overhead for packet communications is of two types. Packet transfer overhead is the time required to transmit a packet between nodes; this time is a function of the size of the packet, the internode link speed (ranging from 8 to 64 Mbits/s for existing systems), and the number of links traversed. Packet formation overhead is independent of packet size; typical packet formation times range from 0.5 to 5 ms. Synchronization among nodes can be achieved either through hardware support or strictly through software. Software synchronization is achieved by forcing a receiving node to "hang" until a message arrives. Thus, the arrival of a message synchronizes the two nodes. This blocking send/receive technique can be generalized so as to enable all nodes within the system to be synchronized. A single designated node globally collects a synchronization message from all nodes in the system which "hang" until an acknowledgment. When the designated node receives a value from all the nodes, it broadcasts a reset value to all the nodes in the system, and all nodes can resume their previous computation. Other hypercube systems synchronize the processors via the use of global synchronization lines. The algorithms we employ assume that hardware global synchronization is available.
B. Relational Database Algorithms on a Hypercube
This section reviews algorithms that implement the relational database operations on a hypercube multicomputer by partitioning the relations, and hence the computational load, across the multiple processors. These algorithms are described in more detail in [3], [5] and are analyzed and evaluated through simulation and actual benchmarks in [4] . To improve computational efficiency, the algorithms presented below have been slightly modified from those presented in [5] .
Typically, in implementing parallel algorithms the number of nodes required to achieve best performance in computing the desired task depends on the tradeoff between the average computation expected at each node and the internode communication needed to compute the operation. The optimum system size is the size that provides an approximate timing balance between the computational load assigned to each node and the internode communication which results; that is, in the optimum configuration, the CPU is seldom idle waiting for data to arrive, and communication is seldom blocked waiting for the CPU to complete its operations on local data. If more processors are used, the overhead resulting from the internode communication tends to dominate the computation timing benefits obtained by decomposing the operation into suboperations and computing the suboperations in parallel. In short, as the number of nodes used increasr ; beyond the optimal number, so does the overall operation completion time. This optimum configuration is operation dependent; further, the data must be carefully organized to take full advantage of the multiple processors for a given operation.
The hypercube database primitives are of two types: those that are used to support dynamic data redistribution, i.e., the "on-the-fly" reorganization of data to promote a better balanced workload, and those that directly implement the relational operations, such as select, join, etc. We initially provide a brief narrative as well as pseudocode description of the data redistribution primitives. After the explanation of the base primitives, we describe the actual relational database operations-select, project, and join-based on these primitives. Additional details on the redistribution primitives and the database algorithms on the hypercube are available in [ 141. 1) Data Redistribution: The following redistribution primitives are necessary for the implementation of the relational database operations on a hypercube. a) Tuple Balancing-redistributes the tuples to achieve a roughly even distribution across all the nodes, avoiding uneven processor execution time. In the tuple balancing pseudocode below, two relations are balanced simultaneously.
1) The local tuple counts of the relations RI and R2 are computed.
2) During each stage j ( 1 I j I II, n = log,N ), the nodes whose addresses differ in thejth bit exchange their local RI tuple count via the fast packet transfer primitive, and the node with the greater number of tuples (if any) sends the excess tuples to the other. Simultaneously, the nodes whose addresses differ in the (( j + 1) mod n )th bit balance R,. Thus, after completion of this step, the nodes whose address differs in thejth bit contain roughly the same number of R, tuples, while the nodes whose address differs in the ((j + 1) mod n)th bit contain roughly the same number of R2 tuples.
3) The local tuple counts for RI and for R2 are updated at each node. 4) Steps 1 to 3 are repeated n times. 1) The local tuple count of the relation to compact and replicate is computed.
6) Relation Compaction and Replication (RCR)-
2) During each stage j ( 1 5 j I n), the nodes whose addresses differ in thejth bit exchange their local R, tuple count. RCR is possible if the sum of the R, tuple storage volumes in a node pair is less than one full packet size. If RCR is not possible then a global control line is set. If RCR is possible then all nodes transmit their tuples to their paired neighbor.
3) The tuple count for the compacted and replicated relation is updated.
4) Steps 1 to 3 are repeated until either n RCR steps have occurred or a global line indicating the termination of the RCR operation has been set.
c) Relation Compaction (RC)-same as RCR but only one of the logical cube partitions contains the data. This operation compacts the data from a relation into fewer nodes, until a fill packet size of data exists at every node.
Again, the goal is to minimize per-tuple packet formation overheads for the cycling primitive. d) Cycle-create a hamiltonean cycle/ring within each logical cube partition generated by either the RC or the RCR primitives, and pipeline the data packets throughout the cycle/ring. A hamiltonean cycle can be dynamically generated via the use of reflexive Gray codes.
2) Selection: Each node performs local selection in parallel. If the results are to be collected, then an output collection step is incorporated; otherwise no global operation is necessary. As with all the operations, operation termination is signaled via the use of global synchronization lines.
3) Projection: Initially, a local projection (removing nonrelevant columns from each tuple and eliminating local duplicates) is performed. Since not all nodes will necessarily remove the same number of tuples, i.e., have the same number of duplicates, the tuple distribution across nodes may become skewed as a result of the local projection. In this case, tuple balancing is performed. This is followed by an RC step in which nodes eliminate duplicates between the local tuples and the newly obtained packet. When this step terminates, tuple balancing is performed, and RC is retried. If RC is not possible, then the algorithm enters the cycling phase in which the global duplicate elimination is performed. 4) Join: The join algorithm comprises three basic primitives. First, tuple balancing is performed to ensure even distribution of input tuples. Second, the RCR operation is performed both to reduce the cube (subcube) size, if necessary, and to replicate the smaller relation to enhance parallel processing. Third, the cycling primitive is used to send the tuples of the smaller relation around in a ring and perform local joins in each node.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we investigate the performance of our proposed protocol verification system. Obviously, an exact analysis of algorithm performance depends critically on the details of the protocol to be verified, particularly the cardinality of the Z, J, and G relations computed in the verification process. Because we wish to develop performance estimates that generalize beyond individual protocols, we first examine the growth in state space for several example protocols that can be verified easily on a conventional uniprocessor database system. To provide a framework in which to examine the ability of parallel processing techniques to improve performance in verifying much larger protocols, we then define a synthetic protocol called the binary tree protocol. We use this protocol to evaluate the performance of our approach on a protocol with over five million global-state transitions.
A. Examples of State Space Growth
Using a modified version of the REPROVER verification software described in [ 171, we verified four relatively small protocols: the simple connection establishment protocol described in Section II, the example process interaction protocol from [18] , [27] , X.21 [26] , and the binary synchronous (bisynch) protocol [lo] . Table V illustrates the cardinality of the Z, J, and G relations for each protocol; the largest, the binary synchronous protocol, has 354 states in its global-state transition relation G. Table  V shows a consistent pattern across the four protocols studied. In each, the number of possible transitions ( Z 1 is large, but the number of transitions reachable from the initial state is only a small subset of those in I. In each case, the size of the global-state transition space 1 G 1 is substantially larger than 1 J 1, roughly equivalent to I Z (. Fig. 5 shows the size of the final global-state transition relation I G I for each protocol plotted as a function of the size I H ( + I RI of the original process specification for that protocol. In our sample of four protocols, I G I grows slightly worse than linearly with ( H I + I RI.
B. The Binary Tree Protocol
Our interest in applying computational parallelism to the problem of protocol verification is to allow the verification of very large protocols, much larger than the relatively simple protocols that we verified using RE-PROVER. To provide a concrete basis for exploring the potential performance of our approach, we define a simple While the binary tree protocol is logically trivial, it allows creation of protocols with predictable large state spaces that are purely a function of depth d. The number of tuples in each of H-A, H-B, R-A, and R-B relations is2d -1. Because every state has a transition defined for the only message that can be sent, the Z relation generated in Step 2 has the maximum possible cardinality, 2(2d -1)2. However, the binary tree protocol has a very restrictive structure; the J relation has only 2 ( 2d -1) tuples. The final global-state transition relation G, with the channel capacity restricted to one message, ' includes G( d ) tuples where
C(d) = C(d -1) -2d
and C(1) = G(1) = 8. ' In its simplest form, the binary tree protocol is unbounded in N, the number of unreceived messages allowed in the channel.
. . . A binary tree protocol of depth 7 has 127 transmission and reception rules for each process that permit 32 258 possible system transitions, of which only 254 are reachable. The system has 7540 reachable global-state transitions. REPROVER required over 15 h of CPU time on a SUN 3/160 to execute the verification algorithm for this protocol. In comparison, REPROVER verified the bisynch protocol in 25 min.
C. VeriJication Performance on a Hypercube
A precise performance model for verification on a hypercube requires a detailed analysis of algorithm timing for each step described in Section II, as well as a model of query compilation, query distribution, data loading, etc., on the hypercube. Our goal in this section is to estimate the relative benefit we can expect in applying parallelism to the problem of protocol verification. To address this question, it is sufficient to evaluate the performance of the hypercube algorithms on the multiscan join operation and neglect the times associated with the remaining single-scan operations such as selection and renaming. Ignoring the times corresponding to the singlescan operations simplifies the analysis and does not significantly effect the results since the join times greatly dominate the single-scan operation times [ 141. Throughout this analysis, we assume that each hypercube node consists of a conventional 2 MIPS CPU, independent communications processors with associated buffers, 64 Mbit/s bidirectional communication links, and a large local memory. Besides the link speed, factors affecting internode communication overhead include the delays incurred in packet setup and decomposition and the maximum packet size allowed in the system. Based on existing systems, we assume that the hypercube supports a maximum packet size of 64 Kbytes and a packet processing time of 3 ms. We assume that each tuple requires 40 bytes of storage; in terms of CPU time, in our evaluation, each tuple comparison in the join operation requires 10 instructions. To explore the value of parallelism in verifying complex protocols, we demonstrate our approach using the depth 10 and depth 13 synthetic protocols described above.
Recall that in the binary tree protocol the number of tuples in each of the H-A, H-B, R-A, and R-B relations is 2d -1 where d is the depth of the tree. If d = 10, Step 1 of the algorithm generates the above four relations, each comprising 1023 tuples. We assume that the tables are loaded into the hypercube system from a "user," and the four tables are all resident at a single node. We begin our analysis with the first stage of Step 2, the generation of all possible transitions Z allowed by the transmission and reception transition relations.
For the depth 10 synthetic protocol, the steady transition relation Z can be computed through a 2046 by 2046 tuple join, combining the H-A by R-B and H-B by R-A joins into a single operation. The time necessary to compute this join is shown in Fig. 7 . As shown, the minimum execution time of roughly 34 ms. occurs on a two node system; depending on the number of nodes involved, execution time varies from 34 to 70 ms. Because the number of tuples is small and were assumed to exist initially in a single node (the worst case distribution), the balancing and RCR primitives dominate the total execution time, representing 44 and 32 percent, respectively, of the total time for N = 2. Note that when the number of processors exceeds 2, the added parallelism degrades the overall performance. The increase in the join processing time results from partitioning the computational load over too large a set of nodes, so that the overhead of internode communication is greater than the computation time reduction obtained via parallel execution.
The result of the 2046 by 2046 tuple join is an output relation Z containing 2 093 058 tuples. We assume that Z is partitioned across the nodes of the hypercube such that no node contains a portion of Z that is more than 4 times the portion contained in any of its neighbors. Determining the the set of actual reachable steady transitions, relation J requires a sequence of d joins, the most complex of which consists of 2 093 058 by 2046 tuples. Upon completion of Step 2, we obtain a J relation comprising 2046 tuples. Transforming J into the global-state transition relation G requires a sequence of single and multiscan operations, the most complex of which requires a join of ) G 1 by ( 1 H 1 + ) R ( ) tuples, or 198 872 by 2046 tuples for the depth 10 binary tree. speed-up is obtained for all hypercube sizes up to 64 nodes, and use of 128 nodes provides a factor of 100 reduction in processing time. In forming relation G, performance fails to improve for systems greater than 32 nodes in size. Parallelism has even greater impact on more complex protocols. For example, each process in a depth 13 binary tree protocol consists of 8191 initial states and 16 382 transitions. In computing the Z relation, two 8191 by 8191 tuple joins are required. Relation J is formed via a sequence of 13 joins, the most complex of which requires the join of two relations of 134 184 962 tuples and 16 382 tuples; the most complex join required to compute G consists of 5 330 788 by 16 382 tuples. The times required to compute these joins are shown in Fig. 9 . Linear speed up is now achieved for both the J and G join computations. Executing these algorithms on a 128 node hypercube instead of a uniprocessor can reduce computation time from several hours to a few minutes.
Finally, we conclude our analysis by comparing the gains due to parallelism as the depth of the binary tree protocol varies from 2 to 13, or from 32 to 5 330 788 
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Join computation times for the global-state transition relation G for the binary tree protocol family.
global-state transitions. Fig. 10 shows the times required to compute the largest join in the process of transforming J into G for the family of binary tree protocols. As shown, as the complexity of the join operation increases (the depth of the protocol is increased), the benefits due to parallelism also increase. For relatively small protocols, parallelism is detrimental.
V. S UMMARY
The verification of complex protocols is an important problem for both the research and the development communities. This paper described an approach to verifying complex communications protocols based on implementing the relational database algorithms for protocol verification from [ 171, [ 181 using database primitives designed for the hypercube multicomputer [5] . Suggested extensions to the basic approach included the verification of protocols represented in the EFSA model and the use of backtracking to determine faulty paths that generate undesirable global states. Using a synthetic protocol whose state space growth characteristics resemble those of real protocols, we showed that our approach can achieve nearlinear speedup of the verification process for up to 128 processors, or more, depending upon the complexity of the particular protocol involved. Commercial systems come with up to 16 384 nodes. Our results suggest that, when implemented, this approach can reduce the verification time for complex protocols from many hours to a few minutes.
We are implementing the system described here and extending the verification model to a more general class of communicating concurrent processes.
